Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory is renowned for its teaching of biomedical research techniques. For decades, participants in its celebrated, hands-on courses and users of its laboratory manuals have gained access to the most authoritative and reliable methods in molecular and cellular biology. Now that access has moved online. Visit Cold Spring Harbor Protocols today and discover a rich, interactive source of new and classic research techniques. The site is fully searchable, with many tools that can be customized by users, including topic-based alerting and personal folders. Through a web-based editorial process, users also have the opportunity to add refereed comments to each protocol. Links in the online protocols offer additional resources and step-by-step instructions print out in a convenient form, complete with materials, cautions, and troubleshooting advice. Each protocol is citable, presented, and edited in the style that has made Molecular Cloning, Antibodies, Cells, and many other Cold Spring Harbor manuals essential to the work of scientists worldwide. The current collection of more than 1000 protocols is continuously expanded, updated, and annotated by the originators and users of the techniques.

NEW to CSH Protocols:
Emerging Model Organisms, a full-fledged guide to the use of new model systems in the laboratory, covering husbandry, genetics, genomics and basic protocols.

CSH Protocols is created by Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press in association with HighWire Press of Stanford University.
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As Flexible as You Want to Be.

Only Applied Biosystems delivers the highest-quality, best-in-class workflow solutions for all of your real-time PCR applications. With built-in flexibility, our systems adapt to meet your specific research needs. With 25 years of proven quality, we have the experience you need to bring superior data into your lab. When you want a real-time portfolio that can take your research to the next level, talk to the experts.

The highest-quality, real-time PCR solutions optimized just for you at www.appliedbiosystems.com/realtimesystems

Best-in-Class, Real-Time PCR Solutions. Specific for my research.

DNA Sudoku ◆ Mimivirus Poly(A) Sites Follow ‘Hairpin Rule’ ◆ Novel Mechanisms of Antibiotic Resistance in S. pneumoniae ◆ Conserved Introns in D. melanogaster ◆ Consensus Coding Sequence Project
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Restriction Enzymes from New England Biolabs

With 35 years of experience in enzyme technology, New England Biolabs leads the industry in quality, selection and innovation for restriction enzymes. Our expertise in purification coupled with a reliance on recombinant technology results in highly pure enzymes suitable for even the most sensitive applications. Additionally, stringent quality controls ensure that our enzymes deliver optimal performance. For quality you can count on, make NEB restriction enzymes your first choice.

**Advantages:**

- **Selection** – More specificities than any other supplier
- **Convenience** – Optimal activity for over 160 enzymes in a single buffer
- **Quality** – State-of-the-art production and stringent QCs
- **Innovation** – HF enzymes engineered for reduced star activity
- **Performance** – Guaranteed

Recombinant HindIII is powerful enough to digest 1 µg of DNA in 5 minutes, but can also be used in overnight digests with no indication of nuclease contamination. Marker (M) is the 1 kb DNA Ladder (NEB #N3232).
As the pioneers of both rapid real-time PCR and Hi-Res Melting, Idaho Technology is the only company that offers a system capable of superior performance for both applications at an affordable price.

The LightScanner 32 offers a versatile application suite without sacrificing performance.

- Rapidly generate high quality gene expression data.
- Accurately discriminate even the most subtle DNA mutations.
- Genotype samples with greater specificity than TaqMan® genotyping at a fraction of the cost.

Proven technology and exceptional customer support from Idaho Technology — inventors of rapid PCR, the LightCycler®, and Hi-Res Melting.
Associate or Full Professor

The Institute of Human Virology (IHV) and the Institute for Genome Sciences (IGS), in conjunction with the Marlene and Stewart Greenebaum Cancer Center at the University of Maryland School of Medicine, are searching for a faculty candidate to direct a new Division of Oncological Genomics. The new division will be located in the IHV, and coupled with full appointments in IHV and IGS, will have the ability to recruit junior faculty to support its mission. The appointment will be either at the Associate or Full Professor level commensurate with experience.

The successful candidate will have extramural funding and a track record of conducting independent and collaborative research using approaches that include genomics and bioinformatics, as well as an interest in the field of cancer. The candidate will work closely with tumor cell biologists, molecular biologists, immunologists, and epidemiologists in the IHV to identify high-risk individuals and cancers that may have an infectious etiology. Particular emphasis will be placed on cancer associated with adventitious agents, especially viruses, and the candidate will use appropriate genomics and bioinformatics approaches to identify such agents in tumors, in the tumor microenvironment, and in individuals at high risk for specific cancers. The qualified individual will have publications utilizing genomics that may be applicable to human cancer. The cancers of interest in this institute are those occurring in the context of HIV or Hepatitis C infection and include cancer of the lung, kidney, liver, ovary, prostate, brain, leukemia, lymphoma and epithelial cells. The qualified individual will have familiarity with genomic applications such as transcriptional profiling, genotyping, tiling arrays, exon throughput assays, methylation, real time PCR, microRNA analyses and automated high throughput assays, and be aware of technology leading to detection of other agents, including possibly novel ones.

IHV and IGS offer excellent laboratory facilities, competitive salary and startup packages, and access to numerous resources within the School of Medicine including state-of-the-art BSL3/ABSL3 facilities and a large-scale DNA sequencing and analysis core in a strong academic environment.

The faculty search committee will be co-chaired by Dr. Robert Gallo, Director of IHV, and Dr. Claire Fraser-Liggett, Director of IGS.

Please submit a letter of interest, CV and three references to:

Oncologic Genomics Faculty Search Committee
c/o Beth Peterson
Institute of Human Virology
725 West Lombard Street, S307
Baltimore, MD 21201
bpeterson@ihv.umd.edu

The University of Maryland, Baltimore is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action employer. Minorities, women, veterans and individuals with disabilities are encouraged to apply.
Meeting organized by Bruce Stillman, David Stewart, and Terri Grodzicker, *Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory*

Based on presentations by world-renowned investigators at the 73rd annual Cold Spring Harbor Symposium on Quantitative Biology, this volume reviews the latest advances in research on the control and regulation of stem cells. The topics covered include nuclear reprogramming, regulation of stem cell self-renewal and differentiation, the stem cell niche, and signaling and gene regulation in stem cells. Studies of embryonic stem cells and adult stem cells are covered, along with research shedding light on the roles of these cells in regeneration and cancer.
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Hardcover $310 (includes online access)  
Paperback $126  
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